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SUMMARY 
This article examines the meaning of "minerals". . petroleum, "operations" and 
activities in relation to such substances to determine the, ambH of the application of 
the Mi~erals and Petroieum Resources Development Act 28 of 2002, Ute type of 
rights neceSsary for such operations and activities and the ambit of these rights. The 
examination of the meaning of these concepts takes pla~ ~ refer~nce to prior 
defin(tiqns in statutes and also from a natural science and geology perspective. An 
attempt is made to show that ttJe legal definitions do no al~ys correSpond with the 
geologicallneanings and the meanings on the ground. It Is ,questioned whether in 
recent legislation why more relianCe Is not placed on Input from geologists in the 
field. 
• I rernam r~ponslble for the correctness of the end product 
33· 
34 OBITER 2008 
.. I 
1 iNTRODUCTION 
I[ne ngms to prospect ana mm~ earth ~nd m,ir:aeral resourqes undou~ted~y 
$xtend back to the earliest StQne ,A;ge,when homintds competed for the beSt 
t?ol ... making materials~ Might rather' than right probably' served t9' resolve 
9wnership disput~ ~hl~h a~~' th~n~~d . later . ~Uririg' the 'br~ru:~' arid iron 
ages. Since the dIscovery of minerals In-South Africa we have over·Ute .. years 
grogressed to the point that" such disputes and ttte' rigbts . of mining 
~panies and the general pub,lie are governed :by legislation. As ·:wil~ be 
s~own In this arUcie the applicqbility of laws to .prospecting ·and mining of 
'l'inerals is determined by legall definitions of substances and aetivities or qperations in respect of such supstances. h~ spite of this, the growing need i* developing countries to protect the interests of all competing parties, as 
~ell as the competed-for res?urces demands an ever more carefully 
qonstructed legislative framework. 
Most South African legisJation -sta~ at the first section .with, definitions of 
qoncepts that are referred to in tpe provlslons of the Act1 and whic~ at ~imes 
determine the scope of appli~on of the particular, statute.' 'Mineral, arid 
petroleum legislation has over the y~ars defined "minerals"~ ~ classes of 
minerals3 and "petroleum"" as well as different activities in relation to these 
, . 
1 . See. however, for instance s 102 of the Mine Health and Safety Act 29 of 1996. 
2 In s 1 the Minerals Act 50 of 1991 a mineral is defined as follows: "[A]ny substanCe, whether 
in scUd, Hquid, or gaseous form, ~rrtng naturally in or on ear1h. ~ or under water or to 
tailings and having been formed' by o'r subjected to a geological processi e)(CIuding watet. 
but including sand •. stone, rook. gravel 'and day, -as weD as soil. other than topsOil"., "Water" 
itself is excluded from the definition at a "'mineraF. The Minerals Act 50 of 1991 haCi been . 
amended by s 1(h) of the Min~raIs Amendmen~ Act 10$ of 1993 ~ ~fin& "topsoif as, "th~t 
layer Gf soil covering the' earth and whIch provid~ a suitable. eravironment for the, 
germination of seed. allows the penetration of water. is a source of fiticrc>-organisms, plant 
ntJtrients and in some cases seed, and of a depth of 0.5 meter or any other depth as may 
be d_nnined by the. regional diteCtor ,for. each mining .area". See earli~r critlcism by. 
BadeAhorst and Van Heerdan "Weereens die 8etekenis van die Woord Mineraal - Van 
Waveren v SwarF 1991 TsAR 18f 192; and Kaplan and Dale A Guide to the Minerals Act 
(1991) 32~33 as to the absence of a definftJot;l Qf "topsoil", Kaplan and Dale 33 argue that 
the phrase "occurring naturally" is npt Jntend'ed to govern the phrase "or in failing~", They 
C()rrectly point out that taiUngs are of-their very nature not natura' but artlficJal. tn terms o~ s 
1 -mUings" means "any waste rock, 'sUmes or residue derived from mining operation or 
processing of any mineral". In Band:,rand Gold Mining Company Umlted~v JF Uys, case 
number 9915193 (T) ~3 unreporteC1f~ It was'accept~ as arguable. that a gold-bc;tarIog sOlutiop 
that escaped from tanks Jnto a river 'lind flowed on to another pe\'SOn's land ~y fJlI witI1!n 
the d&finition of -mIJings". S 1 of (the repealed). Mines 8J'.1d Works Act 27 of 1956 also had a 
similar definition of Ii "minerai". . . 
3 The. following <;la~ of minerals w~re dlstinguish~ in s 1 of ~e Mining Rights Act 20,91 
1967 and the Precious Stones Act 73 of 1964 (and preceding legislation): "bS:se minerals". 
, ~ecious metals", "natural air and "precious stories", 1n terms of s 1 of the PrecioUS stones 
ArX "precious stones" meant dlamon~s. rubl~, sapphires and any ,other substances, which 
the state President had proclaimed' to be precious stones. In terms of section 1 of the 
Mining Rights Act "precious metals" 'includes gold, silver, platinum and iridium, and any 
other metals of the platinum group, and the oreS of any such metals, as well as any other 
metals. which tfie state President ha~ proclaimed to be precious metals. "Natural 011", as 
defined in' terms of s 1 the MIning RIghts Act. meant "any liquid or solid hydrocarbon or 
combustible gas existing. In s' natural 9ondition In -the earth's crust but does riot include coal 
or bituminous shales or other ~ ~eposHs from which oil can be obtained by 
destructive distiDaUon. or gas arising .from marsh or other surface deposits." "Base mineral" 
. ~, 
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substances in the, respective statutes. ~ The meanings assigned to these 
definitions' fulfilled· the important function of determining the parameters of 
the particular statute': Such meanings' have to be determined in accordance' 
with the ordinary rules of interpretation of statutes.6 Even though the courts 
rely extensively' on the expert opinion of geologists ~s to the, scientific 
meaning of minerals,7 the legal meaning is in the final ~nalysis determined 
by a' court.s Apart from· the ordinary rules of interpretation· of statutes, the 
,M'ineral (fnd Petroleum Resources Development Act 28 of 2002' (hereinafter 
"the, MPRDAB ), prescribes sp~ific'ru'les,of interpretation. Firstly, in so far as 
the 'common iaw 'is' inconsistent with the M·PRDA, the 'Act -will prevan.9 
Secondly, upOn Interpreting any p'rovlsion of the ACt, a reasonable 
interpretation, which is consistent with' the objectives of the Act,10 has' to be 
followed.11 Over the years the activities 'envis~ge<;l in· mineral laws, such as' 
"prospecting,,12 and- "mining",13 also had been defined by the legislature and 
'meant "~y su~nee, whether in solid. liquid, or gaSoous form. occurring naturally in or on 
ttieearth, which has been formed by or subjected 'to a 'geological process, but does not' 
include (a) preclou$ metals;, (b) precious stones; (c) .natural oil; (d)-water, not being ~ 
from '. a bo~hole. ,weU, excavation or natural saltpan for the extraction th~refromof, a 
substance in SOIution,therein and or commercfal vahle; and (e) soU. not being taken fronfthe 
earth for1he eXtraction there from of a substance ·of a commercial value 'contained therein 
for the manutacturetilerefrom of a product of commercial value. D 
4 .~, for Instance,:tbe deflnltlon of "petroleum product$" in the,Petroleum Products ~ 120 
of 1977 as will be indicated in 3 below. 
S See, in general. Franklin and Kaplan The Mining and Mineral Laws of South Africa (1982) 
Z~35; . Badent)orst, Pienaar and Mostert SU/;Jerberg and SChoen;an''s, Law of Property'Sed 
(2006) 698--700; aIld Badenhorst and Mostert Mineral and Petroleum Law of South AfrfCIJ 
(2004) Re'lision ~rvice 36-9 to 6-14. 
Er Fa/coii InveWri~ Ud v CD ofBJmam (Suburban) Ply Ud 1973 3 SA 384 CA) 400B-C; 'and 
BeIvUIe-lnryEdms Bpk v Cont/nental China (Ply)' Ltd 19763 SA 583 (C) 585-588. ' 
7 See, for Instance, M/nl$ter of Land AffaIrs v Rand Mines Ud 1998 4 SA 303 (SCA). 
a F,lnbro F.,ufnlshers (Pty) tid V Registrar of Deeds~ Bloemfontein 1985 ,4 SA 773 (A) 191 F. and 
, 604t)..807C-O. 
9 S4(a}. 
10 s .2 of the ACt has the following objectives: (a) the recognition of the Internationally accepted 
right of the State to exercise sovereignty over aU the mineral and petroleum resoutces within 
the Republic; (b) to give' effect to the principle of the ~'.s custQdianship of.the nEltion's 
mineral and petroleum resources; (e) the pror:notion of eq~itable. acceSs, to the n$flon's 
rpb:leral'and peltoleum·resources for all the peoplE) of SoUth Africa; (d) tile substant\SI,and 
. meanIngful eXJ*lnsion of opportunities for historically disadvantaged persons, including 
women. to enter the mineral and petroleum indu~es and to benefit ,from· the exploitation of 
the nation's mineral and petroleum resources; (e) the promotion df economic gl'Qwth and 
mineral. and petroleum resources development il"! South Africa; (1) the promotion of 
employment and advancement of the social and economic welfare df all South AfrIcans; (g) 
the provision of security of tenure In respect " of prosPectirig. '~loratioA, mining and 
production operations; (h) the putting into effect of s 24 of the 1996 Constitution which 
gra~ an environmental right by ensuring that the nation's mineral ~d petroleum resources 
are developed in' ~ orderly and ecologically sustainable manner while promotiRg justifiable 
social and economic development; and (I) ensuring that hoiders of mlnlng and' production 
rights contribute towards the soclo-economlc development of the areas in which they are 
operating. 
1~ 84(1). 
#, ';Franklin and Kaplan 468; Badenhorst Die JuridJese Bevoegdheld om Mlnera/e fa Ontgln In 
dle'SUlcf..Afrikaanse Reg (1992) (LLD thesis) 131· (hereinafter '*Badenhorst MlneraJe"); and 
Badenhorst -Betekenis van d.ie begrip 'prcispekteer' In die Suld-Afrikaanse reg' 1994 TSAR 
A95 •. 
13 Franklin and Kaplan 467; and BadenhorstM/neraJe 131 .. 144. 
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f. 
Ipterpreted .by the courts. As s~ted. these definitions also deterrt:lined the 
~~pe, 'of application' of mine@1 ·and petroleum. legislation. The ·Iegal 
~eanings attached to. substances such as '''mineral~ and "p.etroleum- and 
pperations· do not a:nly define the ambit of application of a parti~lar statute 9ut also the ambit of rights in r~pect of sueh "minerals", class of minerals 'or-
"petroleum" . 
In this article the legal meaning of "minerals", "petroleum'" and different 
J{jnds of activities and "operations;" in relation to such substan~, ,a~, ,d~fined in the MPRDA, _ will be discussed.. During the d~scussion. the ~iel)tific' or 
Qeologi~1 m~nlng of these defii~~&:ls-Will :~lso ~ mentioned. 
The, purpose of this articl~ ij to -show the. ~cope of applica~on, of tOe 
~rovisio·ns· of the MPRDA in r~pect of specific substan~ and sp~cific 
~ctivities or operations in relati,n thereto. The article will also attempt to 
~how the impact of. these definHions. on the type of rights, per:r:nission or 
permHs to be granted In terms of the provisions of the ,MPRDA and the 
Content of theSe lights, permissiQns or permits. These definitions impact not 
qnly on hoW wi~e the sta~ory Be~ is cast but als~ ~n de~erm!nins th,e. type 
and content of nghts granted. For Instance. a company intending ,to remove 
river sand for sale as· building sand 'needs to ascertain· whether it has to 
dampJy with the provisions of the'MPRDA, what sort of a right, permission or 
permit it has to obtain and what the content of th~ r1ght, permission or permit 
JOU be. . The methodology :to. be followed is first to introduce the reader brie~y to 
tI\le differ~nt kinds of rights, p~'r"issions or permits in rel~tion to n:-ainera1s 
and ·~troleum that may be granted .in terms of the MPRDA. ·.A detailed or 
ctwcal discussi9n of these right$ wUl not be- provided and is to be found in 
16e standard workS onmine~J and petroleum law.14 Thereafter the meaning 0' "mi.neral" and "petroIeu~" 'wi~l be examined critically with ~~f~n~~ce to 
definitions of the past and for a change to take note of the sCIentific .or 
g.~logi~1 mea~ings as w~ll.. The same exercise wirr be ,undertaken in 
respect of activitieS or operatlori~; in respect of these substances. An attempt 
v,(IlI·,be made to ·show that deSpite the value' of ·the·,.legaJ definitions of 
s~PSta~~ and actiViti~ I in': tne "past it is time perh~ps to ~lIow .. geologists 
ap'd scleritisl$ .to· pr9vide,' a ne.w,; input in . .relation to the definition$ Que to 
aJ,ivances in.natural sciences and'geology. 
2 MINERAL AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT ACT 
111e tenn "resources" used ·in the title of the Act Is not defined in the MPRDA, 
but "minerals" and' ·"petroleum" are separ~tely defined in section 1.15 The 
14 Dale, Bekker, Bashal~ Chaskalson, Olxon. Grobler and Loxton South AfrIcan Mineral and 
Petro/sum /.:!iw (2005) (IOOS&oleaf); BiJdenhorst and Mostert MineraI and ;PetrDJeum Law of 
South Africa' (2004) (reviSion service); Badenhorst, Mostert and Dendy ~fnerals and 
Petroleum- LAWSA 2ed Vol 18 2007. -
11 It should be noted that in terms of PI'Q~rty law theory, the object of the right to minerals or 
petroleum Is the land Itself. See Badenhorst Mlnerale-vl-viI and 4~ and see also s 5(1). 
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term "petroleum" has in the past been used in .: a· separate statute 16 or 
amalgamated· into'. the Mining Rights Act.17. Thereafter, it 'was treated 
Un~ormly in Mineral ActiS which dealt·with the prospeCting and mining of all 
minerals.iS Especially. the meaning of.~minera(s~ has been a leaal bone of 
contention20 and requires some discussion. 
In terms of the. MPRDA a' distinction is made between rights in respect of 
rtlinerals or petroleum and the land to which the right relateS. The meaning 
of these concepts will be dealt with in 3 below. 
21 Ri.SJhts ·to minerals 
The Minister of. Minerals and Energy may grant reponnaissance permissions. 
prospecting rights, permission to remove mine~als dUring prospecting 
o~n:mons, retention permits, .mining permits and minina lights to 
umlflerals".21 These rights22 can bnefly be descnbed'as folloWs:23'" 
(a) ~A f"eGQnnaissance permission to minersls24 ' is a right, granted by the 
state to an applicant, which entHJeS the holder thereof: to enter land for 
the purposes of· "reconnaIssance operations" :),5 Reconnaissance as an 
activity is not deflne~iri the MPRDA~ The cont~nt of reconnaj~nce 
p~rmission is .fi:1rther clr9umscribed by the definition of "reconnaissance 
operations" .26 Thus, a holder of a reconnaissance Permission \s entitled 
to catl"t out an')' operation to "tnll:\ seat-en 'fora m\J'\et'a\- by geo\og\ca\., 
geophysical, photo geological surveys and remote sensing techniques. 
The holder is, however, not entitled to-conduCt prospecting operations or 
mining operations27 or apply for a prospecting right or mining righl28 
(b) A prospecting right is a right, granted by the state to an applicant, which 
entitles the holder thereof (prospector) to: (i)· prospect for minerals; 
(Ii) _apply for permission from the state to remove and dispose of bulk 
16 . Natural Oillv:J:. 46 of 1942. 
1'/20 of 1967. ". 
. , ..... 
18 -50 of 1991. 
19 DaJ~ et aJ MPRDA-478; 
2Q Already In 1982 Franklin ·andKaplan· 26,observed that there: is -probably flO area of mineral 
law that has attracted more judicial and academic attention than the meaning of the word 
"mInerai" _ This tendency has continued until this day_ See for instance. Badenhorst flFor Old 
TIme's sakes. Meaning <If a ,<MineraI,? - Almstrong v S6h~d.ew Oree Va Q~~ Caitage and 
Plant. Hire 2004 3 SA 152 (SCAr 2004 steJ~ LR 464~ 
21 S 3(2)(a). 
22 Ito s 5(1) prospeCtIng rights and mining rights are limited real rights. As to a di.Scusslon of 
the nature of these rights, see Badenhorst "Nature of New- Order'Rights to Minerals: A 
Rubikian Exercise Since Passing the Mayday Rubicon With a Cubic Cfrconium?" ?C05 
Oblter505. 
23 Badenhorst 2005 Obiter 509. 
24 Unlike a ureconnaissance permit" to petroleum, the nQtlon of a '"reconnaissance permission" 
to minerals is not defined in s 1 of the Act.. 
~ $15(1)., 
28 See 4 1 below; 
:. S 15(2){a). 
S 15(2)(b). 
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samples ,of -'minerals " found ", during prospecting;~, (iii) apply for the 
renewal of a prospecting right;30 and (iv) apply for a- mining' right to 
minerals.31 The\entitlemetit ;to;'prospect for minerals entails 'that the 
holder of a ~rospecting: righfi may:~2 (I) enter ,the land for 'purposes of 
prospecting; (ii) prospect for his or her own account for mineral(s);34 (iii) 
~embve and dispose _ of the:~: mineral(s) found ,juring prospecting for 
testing, Identification- ,and analyses;35 (Iv) use water36 or sink a well or 
borehole for prospecling'us'age'; and (v) carry out any _ other ac~7 
incidental to "prospecting op$rittions". ACcording to the genei'al principleS 
of mineral law,' a prospecti,ng right does have as its. content th~ 
entitlement to mine and dispose of minerals.38 The meaning of the 
notions. of "prosp~prosp~tJng" and "prospecting operations is furth~r 
~Ircumscribed .. by ,~he ,~~p.~ctive definitions of "prospecting' a~d 
"prospecting operations", as Will be Indicated in 41 below. 
(q) Permission to remove ,min~ra,lsduril1g a prospecting operatio~ isa right, 
granted by the state to the ap'plicant, which entitles the holder thereof to 
re,move and dispSSe of bulk samples of prospected minerals. for his or 
her own account. , 
(q) A r~tention pennit is a statqtory'right issued by the stat~ which entitles its 
holder to: (i) the 'suspension pf the terms and cOnditions of his o:r her 
prospecthlg right;40 (ii)' apply fpr renewal of the retentiOn, permit;41 or (iii) 
ap'ply exclusiVely for a';minirig :1rlght.42 
(e) A, mining permit.-'is a, statutor)t.pght issued 'by tOe state, which entitles its 
'. holder to: (i) prOspect, for' mimerals;43 ,(iI) mine for m~er8I,s on ~. small 
'"I S 19(1)(c) read with $ 20(2). 
~ , S 19{1 lea). 
"i 
S1 S 19(1)(b). 
32 S 5(3). " ' 
33: The prospector may be accompa~ieqby employees. The prospector may also brinQ'~n~ 
! the land any plant, machinery and eq~ipment for prospecting purposes. The prospSCtor may 
further build, construct and lay doWn 'iUly surface or underground infrastructure 'Whlchmay 
be required for prospecting purposes. '." 
~,~ ,.ProspectiAg may. only.be,undertaken for minerals for which tho:Pfospecting right.has'been 
-! granted. 
35
1 S 20(1). 
at, Use of water Is. however~ subject to the Natlo'nal Wa~r'Act:,36 of 1~98. Such use of;~ter 
: may be. from any natural $pring~ I", river or stream on the land or any excavation 
I
, previQusly made and used for prospeGting purposes. 
Sf The activity may, howevet"not,cohtra~enethe provisionsfoftbe M~RDA: 
38 i 'See Franklin and Kaplan 1S.-
39 : . S 20(2). ' 
40 S 32(2). 
41 S 34(1}{2). 
42 ~ S 35(1). 
48 tn terms of the common law, a mining right alsO includes the entitlement' to . pros~ 
Edwards (Waaikraal) Gold Mining CO Ud v Mamogale NO and Bakwena Mines Ud 1921 
, TPD 288 298: Hudson v Mann 1950 4 SA 485 (T) 488; and Franklin and' Kaplan 7.:lt ,I 
'j submitted that this mterpretatlon \n tenns of the common law Is ,consistent with till 
I provisions and objectives of MPRDA: ... 1 above. ' 
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scale; and (iii) apply for renewal of such permit in limited instances.~ 
Mining on a small scale ,would b~ If the mineral car:t be mined optimally 
within two years ,and .the mining area does not exceed 1,5 hectares in 
extent.45 lhe entitlement to mine for minerals 'entails that the holder of a ' 
mining permit may:46 (I) enter the land, for purpoS(!S of mining;47'{ii) min~ 
for his or her own account on or'under that mining ar~ for the mineral; 
and (iii) use water48 or sink. a well or borehole required for prospecting or 
mining' usage. The meaning of the notion "mine/mining" is further 
prescribed by the definition of the concept ~mine", as will be discussed in 
4.3 beloW. ' 
(f) A mining right is a statutory right, granted by U1e state to tne applicant, 
whic:h entitles the holder to: (I) pro~pect for. minerals;49 (iI) mine for 
minerals; and ,(iii) 'apply for a renewal of the min.ing right 50 . The 
entitlement tc;> mine entails that the holder of a mining right5~ may (i) 
enter the land for PUl'Qoses of minJng;52 (ii) mine for his or her own 
account- for a:nineral(s);53 (iii) remove and dispose of mineraJ(s) found 
during prospecting' or mining; (iv) use watef4 or sink, a ·weJl or borehoJe 
required for prospecting or mining usage; and (v) carry out any other 
act1vity55 incidental to '''mining operations". The meaning of the notions 
"mine/mining" and "mining operations" is further prescribed by the' 
respective definitions of" "'mine" and "mining operations", as Will be, 
indicated in 4 3 bei6w. ' 
4f, 8,27(8)(a). 
: $ 21(1}. 
S 27(7)(a), (b) and (d). 
47 The permit holder may be accompanied by employees. The miner-may bring onto the land 
any plant, machinery, or equipment for mining purPoses. The miner may further buDd, 
C?Onstruct and lay aown any surfaoo_ or underground infi'astructure which matbe'required for 
the purposes()f mining. 
48 Use- of water' is subject to the provisions of Nation81 Water Ad. 36 of 1998. S~ch ~" of 
water may be from any natural spring, laket river or stream, $ltUated on, or floWing, through, 
,the land or any excavation previously made BAd used for prospeetlng or mining purposes. 
48 In terms of the common law, a mining right '8180 includes the entitfement to prospect 
Edwards (Waalkraa/) Gold Mining Co Ud'v, Mamogale NO and Bakwena Mines Ud 1$27 
'tJnf.TPD,'288',298; Hudson v Mann 1950 4 SA 485 (T) ,488; and Franklin and Kaplan 7. It is 
'S1'"submitted that this Interpretation in ~nns of common Jaw is consistent with the provisions 
~~ and objectives of MPRDA: see 1 above. 
~~\25(1). 
~ 85(3). 
• ' The miner may be accompanied by employees. the miner may also bring ontQthe land any 
P~t, machinery and equipment for mlntng purposes. The miner may'furtl1er build,. construct 
~d lay down any surface or underground infrastructure which may be required for mining 
purposes. 
Mlnlng may only be conducted for minerals for which the mining right bas been granted •. 
, ~of water Is, however; :subject to.the National Water Act 36 of 1998. Such use of_ water 
mmw.,-f19 from any natural spring; ,lake. river or stream',on the land or any excavation 
MlftMOliJSIY made and used fo.r prospecting or mining purposes. 
The acUvity may, however, not contravene the provisions of the MPRDA 
, , 
40 " OBITER 2008 
2! 2'" , Rights to petroleom 
Cnapter '6 of the ,MPRDA, alse)':l makes provision 'for, the 'granting' by a 
d"ignated agency56 ,of teconnaissance permHs Ein9 technical co-Operation 
p,ni1its' for petroleUm or' by the, 'state of exploration rights' and production 
ri~hts for petroleum.57 'These right$ can briefly be described as follows: 
(a)'A. re90nI:lai~~ "permlt)s"~ light granted by the designat~;,ag~ncy 
, Which ehtitI&$ its" holder to ,conduct "recollnalssance' oP.erations" for 
petroleum' in acCOrdanCe With 'the reconnaissanCe programme.68 The 
meaning of reconnaissance is not defined in the MPRDA. The' content of 
the 'reconnaisSance permiSsion' as a right is further circumscribed by the 
, definition of' "re60nn'aissariee 'operations"'. 59, 'Thus, a holder of a 
'reconnaisSance permit mayfcarry out any opetation to search for 
petroleum, ~y 'geological, g~physicalf photo-geological: surveys 'and 
remote sensrng techniques.l The holder ,is, however, not entitled to 
Conduct exploration, operations or ~roduction operations' or apply for an 
exploration right or prod'uction right 60 ' , 
(b) A t~hnical oo-operati6n pe~H: Is a right gr~ted'by the deSignated 
, agen~ which entitles its hold~r tp. 0)' carry, .. qut"a t~hrii,cal ,»,operation 
,studt In ,aCCQrdance witJ't thEl technical, co-Qpe~atiQn, work programrne;62 
arid Oi) to apply for an exploration right. to petro[e,u~h iD respect of the 
area to which tfie right applieS~ 63 ' 
(c, An exploration right is a rigfltgranted by the state which entitles its 
holder to (i) ex:plore fQr petrOleum; (ii) apply for the renewal of an 
exploration right;64 and (iii) ~pply for vroductio~ right in respect of the ' 
petroleum and the' exploration area. The entitlement to explore for 
petroleum entails that the holder of an exploration right may:66 (i) enter 
the land for purposes of exploration;67 (ii) explore for his or her own 
6S ! l:to s .7CJ ',::the; Minister ,may designate' a: ... organ, sO,ency or company' :I'¥.llonglng, t9 the 
I state' ,to perform the function of the Minister for purposes of chapt~ 6. The So~ African 
Agency for; :tltt;) Promotion, of PetJ:oleym Exploration and Exploitation (PlY), Ltd ~s been 
, deslQQ8ted aecordingly: GG 26468' of 20(i)5.06..18. . ' , 
iii'S 3(~)(if.i.,. '" , :1 ~s 7~(5)(a). I See41 below. , ' I ' , " , 
60 ~ S 69(2)(a). which ,applies 'provIsionS ,tegarding prospecting and mining ,,:, petroleum· and 
! mineral exploration, hoWever, does not refer to s 15(2). This omission bythelegisl8tUre 
I should.be rectified.' , ' ' 
61 ! The notion of a technical cc>operatiort' Study Is not defined In the MPRDA or the -MPRD 
. Regulations. ' 
62, 'I' ~ ~,1a(2)(a). 
a., S 78(1). ' \ , 
64 S<82(1)(b). 
65 ! 5 82(1 lea). 
68 : 5'5(3)." , . 
f7 The, explorer may be accompanied 'by: employeeS. The'·explorer may also bring onto ~e 
land any ~Iant, ~chinery ,and equlpt,nent for eXploration 'purposes. ,The explol'$r may 
,further build, construct ~ lay down uy:surfaee or undergtOlJnd'lnfraStrUcture which may 
I be required for exploration purpos8S.' 
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'account for petroleum;68 (iii) remove and dispose of the petroleum found 
durine "prospecting for testing, identification and, analyses;69 (iv)' use 
waterO or sink a well or borehole for exploration usage; and (v) carry out 
any other actMty71 incidental to "exploration operations". The notion of 
"explore/exploration" is not defined in the MPRDA. As will. b'e indicated, 
the, meaning thereof ha~ probably to be determined with reference to the 
definition of "exploration operations". The meaning' of "exploration 
operations" is determined. by its definition,' as will' be indicated 'in 4 4 
below. ' 
(d)' A production 'right is a right granted by the state which entitles its holder 
to (1) produce petrClleum for its own account; and OJ) exclusively apply for 
a renewal of a production right. 72 The entitlement to produce petroleum 
entails that the holder of a production right may:73 (i). enter the land for 
purposes of production of petroleum;74 (ii) produce petroleum for his or 
her own account;75 (iii) remove arid 'dispose of petroleum found during, 
exploration or production;76 (iv) use water77 or sink a well or borehole 
required for exploration or produCtion qsagQ; and (v), carry. out anY,'other 
aciMtY8 incidental to "production 'operations"" The notion of 
"produce/production" is not defined in the Act. As will be indicateq, the 
oontent of. a production. right has probably to be determined with 
reference to the definition of ~production operations"" The meaning of 
~productlon operations" is, determined by its definition, which will' be 
'il1dieatSd in 4 5 below. 
3 MEANING OF "MINERAL" AND "PETRQlEUM'.' 
As,.stated in.·the, introduction of.2 above, the MPRDA basically distinguishes 
between two: ·t<inds of: r:~ources~ namely a "min~ral" an~, ~petroleum~. ,The 
n;tineral, or petrQleum also seems to be !rested as an object different..from the 
I'and:oontain~flg ,it. ' 
ea Exploration may only be undertaken for petroleum for which the eXploration right has been 
, granted. 
69 S 82(1)(c). , 
70 Use of wat$ris .. hpwever. subject to the Nationt:J1 Water Act 36 ,of.1998. Such u~ of water 
may be from .any n~ral sp~n9. lake, river or stream on ".the land or any exeavatlon 
previously mape and used for exploration purposes. 
71 The activity may. however, .not cOntravene the provisions of the MPRDA. 
72 S 86(1)(a). ' 
73 S 5(3). 
74 The prodtl~r may be accompanied by employees. The pr()ducer may also' bring Ollto the 
land ~ny plant. machinery and equipment "for production purposes. The prodacer may 
further build, 'Construct and lay down· anY' surface or undergrounQ ~cture which may 
be required fer production purposeS. ' , 
75 Production may only be conducted for petroleum for which the production right' 'has been 
grar$Kf. ' , 
78 S 86(1)(b). 
77 Use of water is, however. subject to the NationaJ Water, Act 36 of 1998. Such use of water 
may 'be from any natural spring, lake, river or stream on the land or any' excavation 
previously made and used for explorat1on or product;1on purposes. 
78 The actMty may. however, not contravene the provisions of the MPRDA. 
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The word· "mineral" can generally be used in different meanings. Firstly, it 
can· be used in itsusual·or popular or so-called narrow meaning ~at -does 
n¢t in~lude ~tJbs~nces such as ~nd, ~tone and. clay_ Secondly, it ~fl ~e 
u4ed In its .exceptioAaI·and so-called Wldemeamng whereby everything In 
tl\e earth's crust except that Whicm belongs to the animal or plant kingQom is 
inpluded. Thirdly, it can be used in its' scientific or teohnical sense,· that is an 
inbrganic substance having a' definite chemical composition and possessing 
certain characteristics not easy to :define.79 
A "mineral" is defined in s$ctipn. 1 of the MPRDA 80 as "any substance, 
whether in solid, liquid or ~seous 'fonn, occurring naturally in or on the earth 
or. 'in or. under water and which was .formed by or subjected to a geological 
PfjOcess~. and includes sand. stoJl~, rock. gravel, clay, soil and any mineral 
oq;curring In residue stockpiles or, ir:t residue deposits. but excludes' ..... ~water, 
other " than water taken from land or s'ea for the extraction of any mineral 
from such water; petrole ... m; or peat". 
the'r:equiremerit of "natu~1 ocCurrence" of a "mineral" ''In the defl~itloD, of a 
"n;lineral" ~n the Minerals Act was explained : as follows in 'E18hdsrand~:Gold 
Mlhing companr U1T}Itec! v Jf UYS:81 
"[The words·· .. occurring naturally In or 'on the· earth1 do not mean ·that the 
mineral. must be in the form in wh1ch it is' found in its natural state when it is 
found •. for example. as, gold bearing are. The words mean merely that the' 
substance must be one which QPCUrs 'naturally In the eaM. Gold occurs 
naturally in the earth in various forms. It cecurs both as ore and as' pure 'gdld 
in the form of nuggets. Alluvial gold Is' different In form and appearance from 
gold which Is made,far below·.the.~rth surface, but both .. form&.fl~,mineral$. 
Wliat is excluded is (sic) man .. made.8ubstances." . 
,The court in the EJandsranci decision did, however, :not'dearWitH~ the 
Ptl~'· "having". been formed .·or l"subJected. to a· geological' ,process'~ Albl) 
in~erpretation given to the requireit,lent of natural.occurrence of a "mineral~ 'in 
for purposes of the Minerals Act82 in Bandsrand Gold Mining' ,Company 
Utrlited v JF Uys mentioned befote, may be used in the interpretation of the 
d~finitlon of "mineral" in the MPRDA. 
The definition of a "minerar.· in the MPRDA is to some extent. an 
i"1prQv~ent gf th. e, ~eflnitio~ of "~.i~~~raIS" in the ~i~eral~ Act,., '83 ~0-:n ~hich 
n. ~a~prObably COPled:84 Flrst,·the'erroneous nnking'.in·tt.!e"a.~nition ,of a 
"mineraf In the Mh,erals Act of. "tailings", whicn:' are.' t;)y .. the!;": very nature 
artmcial and man ... made,85 wHh the',iphrasa lSocairring 'rlaturally"ih~s not been 
~. Brick. PotWries Co v Registrar CJf o,~·19P3.T~ 473;·Brlck & PlJ'.tt~;lCo lfd. v City 
CouncJ/ .of .}fJhannesbl)fg 1945. TPD,1Q4; .an~ Loubser v·SAS & H 1916.4 .$A 589 (T) •. (But 
-see, to the contrary. Gibb v Du TQ[t·1:9~ 1 PH M36 (W) 58; and Baqenho~ "MlnlFlg arid 
Minerals" LAWSA ValiS (Fr8nkIin) (199f) first reissue par.17. 
an 28 of 2002. 
81 case number 9915193 (J) unreported ;~.8. For a discussion of the decision, see .Badenl;lorst 
1995 TSAR 172. 
82 50,01 1991. 
83 'See fn 2 above. 
84 Badenhorst and Mostert 1,~. 
85 See Kaplan and Dale 33." 
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repeated. Secondly, unlike the Minerals Act, a -clear distinction is made 
between substances occurring naturally and being formed by Of: subjected: to 
a -geological process .and minerals occurring in tesidue stockpiles and 
deposits. for the sake of clarity it is specifically stat~ in 'the definition of the 
MPRDA that sand, stone, rock, gravel, clay and soil qualify·as ,minerals.~ 
Also included is water taken from the. land or sea but, only if the ~xtraction .of 
any 'mineral from the water is possible., The rider _ makes the definition of a 
"mineral" in this regard wider than the definition thereof in the Miner~ls, Act 
whic~ excluded water in general.87 However, the use of the word "mineral" 
as. occurring in re$idue stockpiles and deposit in the definition of a "mineraI" 
in the MPRDA seems unfortunate. In other ~rds, a substanCe qualifies. asa 
"mineral" if a "mineral" occurs' in residue stockpiles and deposits~ which is 
nonsensicaJ.88 Stated differently, the concept "minersf' is defined by -using 
the word "min~ral~ as part of the definition. The _ reference to substances "i,n 
or under water" "VO~ld ~ncompass,. fo~ example, .. mineraJs In or un~er the' 
seashore, . territorial waters. continental shelf, rivers,: salt panss swamps, 
lakes or any other body ofwater.89 
The definition of a "mineral" in the MPRDA 'is limited somewhat in that 
water per se, "petroleum" and "peat"· are expressly excluged' 'from the 
definition of a mineral. As seen before, the cOncept "SOUl' was 'also included 
hi the 'definition of a "mineral" in the Miner~ls Act, 90 but "topsoil':' was 
specffieaUy excluded and later deftnect91' In· the present defin~on "soli" is 
inclUded but "topsoil" is rlQf accordingly eXcluded 'even though fhe MPROA 
'does eontai'n a' simUar definition' of "topsoiltJ92 which is not linked to any 
'definition' or provision of the Act9~' The oversight either reSults in the 
defirliticin '·of·"topsoil" being 'treated -as pro noh;scrlpio94or urgf;lnUy reqoireS 
'rectification by the -legislature by the' 'linking' . Otl"topSoil" to the definition, of 
"miiieml" ~ 95 
Th~ concep~ "residue stockpile". is d~ned as "any debris, dis~rd.· tailings, 
slimes, scre~nhig, 'slurrY, waste .. rock, foundry Sand, benefiCiation plant 
,wast~_, . ash .o(sny other. prOd~ct dertved . from or, incidental, to a mining 
operation and, which is stockpiled,. stored ,or accumulated for p¢~ntial re--
.~ aa~enhorst and .Mostert 13-8. 
f1I See Kaplan and Dale 32. 
,- Badenhorst and MoStert 13--8. 
~ See' KaPlan and Dale 32. 
~ -, 50 of 1991. 
81 See fn 2 above • 
. 82 rropsofr" is defined as follows in. s 1: "the layer of $011 covering the earth which - (a) 
provides.-a·suitable environment fot the germination of Seed; (b) -allows thepen&tration of 
wak;)r; (c)-is 8$OUrCe (If .micro,-orgfJRisms. plW\tnUtrients and In,some ~sectd; anc;f(d) is 
not of 8 depth of more than 0.5 metres or such other depth _ the Minister may prescribe for 
a specific prospectlng or exploration area or a minIng area". 
113 The concept of "top soil" as two words. is used In reg 77(1) of the Mineral and Petroleum 
Re;sources. Development Regulations R 527 GG 2~75 of 2()04..()4..23. " 
'94 Dale sf aI MPRDA-53. 
85 The omission is not dealt With In s 1 of the draft Miners) and Petroleum Resources 
Development Amendfnent BUI, 2005, as published in GN 2798r. GG of:2()05..0S..31; ana 
Mineral and Petroleum Resource$Oevelopment Amendment 81,·2007 [B1~20071. 
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us~, or which -is d~osed of, by th~,lholder of a mining right, mining permit or 
pr,*,uction right". fhe- concept :~'resjdue deposJf' means "any residue 
st~i1e remaining at the-termination, cancellation or expiry of a prospectins 
rig~t, mining right, mining permitJ,.:: exploratiQn right or production right". 
Taitil')Qs produced ,under mining nghts prior to "the MPRDA do not qualify as 
"r~idue deposits" or ~residue' stoCkpiles" due to'the definitions of residues 
anq Jre not '-regelated by the MfH~ral Petroleum Resources Develooment 
Ac~ 
~rorn ttle defir1~on of a ""mineraf' orie rriay deduce th~t in 'ordar for any ,~u~npe to ~uanfy ~~ a mi~er.ali fiIlr pUrpOses ~f' the MPRDA the f911owin'g 
reqUirements have to be satisfied, I namely the' su~ce: 
(a) must eithe~' be in solid; liquid .or: gaseous, form; and 
(b) has '(I) 'to ocbUr naturallY,ln O~16~ the ~'rth, in or under water, and (Ii) to 
have been formed by, or $U~j8c.ted to. a geological process; or ' 
'(c) has to ,occur in residue stockpil~ or residue deposits., 
, , .' 
ty1iner~ls ~s ,d~fined scientifically, are, characteri$ed . by having a .mQre or 
I~ fixed ch~mical composHion a~d structure. 99 ~is differs markedly from 
the, legal ~efi~ition, of a m,in~ral, ~~rein "~ny. sub~tance, solid, liquid or 
g~1JS f~rmE¥i by a geologic pr~, and incluQjng, sand,stone, ,~ock, 
'g~~h cI~y ~r SOil.but excluding. p~troleum or water" Js. poverep. by t~e,.t.erm 
~mitleraI" .. "Fo.r,a geologist, ~owever, the mineral quartz is defined as silicon 
dio~ide . Qllaraeteri$8d bYt. a partiCUlar spiralled ·arrangement. of silicon. and 
o~g,n atoms; other ,mlR,.r:als QPmpO~ of ; silicon·, dipxJde but with a 
diff~rent strudu;re are, ,~S$~n~¢I different, miner~l. names, as are miperals 
~mposeq of ,~,"ere~t 8JetJl~p;,~(ha~~atite" for eXample, the com mOl] ore ,of 
iror,l, is composed of ferric oxide). ~ocks, on the other hand, are composed 
ess.entlally of various mineral fragment$ ,and/or fragments pf a variety of 
rocJ<s~:', "S~I;" ~nd, ~~I}~":' c6hSi~t;"gr w~ther~ .. ;~nd"':~,decompose(f, 'r't?ck 
maferials; in ~e case of ~d~the '~yerage grain s~e lying between ;2mm , 
anG!. O.0625m~: in diameter.' ·SiI,ft. 8J:ld "clay" are fin~r-grained rock.' 'and 
mineral" dei'lved-weathering ·products. 'Some of these matenals are likely to 
be ~ound in "residue stockpiles". t=:>~, which is essentially decomposed plant 
m~erial In the process of being coalified, is exempt from th~ legal definition 
of a "mineral" but coal (the final product of coalified peat) is' not. This 'could 
. lead to legal difficulties In that \eosl ·.(a valuable' mining" commodity) 'is 
~ntialJy a more refined form of. tparbon fuel. than is peat, and the definition 
of what is ooal and what is, peat is really a· matter of water and carbon 
coritent 100 
Thes~ :~al definiti9ns (which· fail to correspond with accepted geo.logical 
de~nitions) may appear to 'simplify what. is and is not a '."-mjnera)"· but the legal 
, , .. .; t 
98 pefinltion of 'Tesldl;le stockpil~" in s 1., 
rn 'Definition of -residue dePosit" In s 1. 
8B !DaIe fit aJ MPROA-81. 
89 ! , 
. " ,See text offn 79 above. 
1OO88tes and JackSOn 'G/ossaryofGeology3ed (1987),497. 
. , 
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definitions are perhaps so vague as to constitute grounds for· aU sorts of 
objections and. arguments, especially in the context of prospecting and 
mining. Scientific or gool99i08l definitions ~ay' provide more certainty and 
should be used to' give· more fixed content to the definition· of "minerals". 
"P~trole.1:Im" is defined in section 1 of the MPRDA as: "any liquid, solid 
hydrocarbon or combustible gas existing in a natural Condition in the earth's 
crust and· includes any such liquid or solid hydrocarbon or combustible gas, 
which gas has in any manner be~n .. r-eturned to such natural condition. but 
does not include coal, bituminous shale . or other stratified deposits fr1lm 
which oil can be obtained by destructive distillation or gas arising from a 
marsh or other- surface deposir .101 
. The phrase "any liquid, solid hydrocarbon" in trie first ~entence should 
rather read '!any liquid or solid hydrocarbon" i"n so far as liqUid also refers to 
hydrocarbon. The definition· is largely a repetition of the. definition of 4Cnatural 
oil" in' the Mining Rights Act.102 In the past the definition of "natural oil". has 
been;, regarded as clear, preCise and self-explanatory.1os The definition of 
;"petroleum" has, how~ver, been amplified by. the inclusion' of ;.pas" ~hleh 
"has iA any manner been return~d to such natural condition".1 From .. this 
definition .·one 'Olay deduce that in order· for any substance to qualify' as 
~petroleum" for: purpo~es of the MPRDA, the following requirements have to be satisfied. namely the substance: . 
(a) may either be any liquid or, solid hydrocarbon or cOmbustible gas 
.e~sting in a natural condition in the earth's crust; 
(b) may·include any . liquid . or,· $.olid hydrocarbon 'or combustible ·gas which 
has. rstu.mad to. a natural condition In the ~arth's crust;' and· 
(c) may not be coal, bituminous shaJa or other stratified deposits from' which 
oil can be obtained by destructive distillation or gas ariSing· from a marsh 
or surface deposit. 
For purposes of the transitional arrangements· in respect of bp26 leases 
and OP26 subleases 105 in. Schedule II of the Mineral PetrOleum Resources' 
Development Act, tf:1at were granted originally in respect of "natural oil", the 
continued use of latter term would remain relevant during· the period of 
transition. 
. It should be noted that the meaning of a similar term is for purposes of a 
particular Act, and a similar term may. have another meaning for purposes of 
another statute. For instance, a "petrOleum product" is def:inecl in section 1 of 
. the Petroleum . Products Act 106 as "any petroleum fuel. and any lubricant, 
whether used or unused, and includes any other substance which may be 
used for a pUrPOSe for which petroleum fuel or any lubricant may be used. B 
~~. . Deflnltion .of "petroleum", in·.:s 1. 
102 20 of 1967. 
10$ Franklin anp Kaplan 31 and 341. 
104 Badenhorst and Mostert 13--9. 
~ For a discussion of "0P26. rights"; and see Badenhorst and Mostert Ch 2&.2; 
1DB 120 of 19n. 
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D~fining' petroleum as any natu~ly existing hydrocarbon solid, liquid or 
,combustible gas found ,in the' earth·s. crust seems to comply quit~ well' with 
what[ geologists understand' petroleum to be.107 Here the emphaSIS may be 
plaCEl(j oli the part of the definition which reads "naturally existing", given that 
.herel are some chemical ,compounds (such as oJeflns) which commonly 
6ccut in refined petroleum products 'bUt are not known to occur 'in natUral 
depoSits • 
. 4 ACTIVITIES AND "OPERATIONS" 
, " 
Usu~lIy " m.ineral . exploitation is '~Jndertaken in' two distinct phases: 
P~os~ectlng is first undertaken, whereby the prospector searches for' 
mi~e~ls. '1J)er~fter ~ining is unde~akenr whereby <merations a~. ~~ed 
out ~ the obje~~, of winning min~raJ" from the ea~.1. ,Th~~ two actiyit!es 
hav~J ~ys been defined' in rmning laws.109 For Instance, 111 the Mmmg 
RightS Act 20' of '1967 J the' Precious Stones Act 73' of 1964 and Minetal$ Act. 
50 of 1991 J ~ distinction was dlllWfl .. between the activities of "prospecting" 
a~d, r~i~Dngr'110 by. m~ns 'of, d~finitlons. "The . res~~'{e defirdtio~". of 
·pros~ng" by 'the' legislature had',· resulted In the sltLiation that activities 
investigating' mineral occurrence by means of aen8l'surveYs or instruments 
travetsing, . but not ''disturbing, the ~urfaoe' of 'and or mining' operations 
caniQd out at a depth on adjoining properties did not amount to "pr()specting" 
or "rninJng"~ 1,.11 ' 
In ~e MPRDA the legislature h~t{ by means 'of de1ir1itibns distinguished 
the fQllowing'types of: "operations" 'by holders Qf respective. :ri.ghts: . 
I 
(a) fit· nnaissance operatiol1s; 
(b) . ospectlng operations; 
(c) mining operations; 
Cd) ,e;xplo~tioA qperatfon; 
(e) ~roduction 'operations. 
Th~ Legislature also recognizes the folloWingactivitles: 
(a) pfjospecting; 
(b) mining;' 
(c) expJpratfQn; a~d 
(d) P~odU~O~. 
. I .' . 
107 Bates and Jackson 497. 
108 ~ Lowe, ·DaJe.De Kook, Froneman and ,t.ang Sllot the South AfrIcan NotaJy (19Sn'21a; 
. ~ Douglas v Baynes 1907 TS 513. 
109 See Badenhorst M1neraIe 124ff. 
'110 The definition of "mine". used as a verb. 
111 F~n and Kaplan 342; imd BadenhorsJ"MinenJls 1-31. As'to· srmUa ... problems· with tfi8 
de~mon of-mfnfng". see Franklin and KapJan 339 •. 
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In addition to "prospecting" and "mining" in respect of minerals, 
"exploration" , and "production", as' equivalent activities, in respect of 
petroleum are'thus recognised. Activities i~vestigating mineral occurrence by 
means of· aerial surveys or instruments traversing, but not disturbing the 
surface of (and Or mining operations carried out at a' depth on adjoining 
properties are now covered by "recohnai$S2nce operations". It is, however, 
submitted that activities such as "reconnaissance", "exploration" and 
"production" should also have been separately defined by the legislature. 
-
The meaning of these "operations" anq activities requires some further 
examination because once it becomes clear that conduct constitutes specific 
operations or a type of activity then a corresponding right. permission or 
permitta minerals or petroleum has to be obtained for such conduct. 
For example. De Beers Exploration launched the world's first airship 
designed to explore for mineral deposits' in a venture that, will Cost the 
diamond giant between $8 million (R50 million) and $10 million a year.112 
The theoretica1 questi~n arose as to whether De Beers Exploration making 
use of the airship to "search" for diamonds in Botswana would constitute 
"reconnaissance operations' or "prospecting operations' if it entered South 
Afr:Jcsn ai'rs~ace. After discontinuing its operations after an accident In 
Botswana,11 it became a moot point. 
4 1 Reconnaissance operations 
A ,"reconnaissance operation" is defined as "any operation carried out for or 
in Connection with the search for a mineral or petroleum by geological', 
geophysical ,and phot~eoIogjcal (sic) surveys and includes any remote 
~ensing techniques ... ,,1 4 The concepts ;prospecting operation" of minerals 
or "exploration operationll of petroleum 11, are excluded from the definition. 
AS'indicated in 2.1 (a) and 2.2(b), a reconnaissance permission or permit has 
as its content or. encompasses "reconnaissance 9perations". 
Reconnaissance may take place in' terms of reconnaissance permission 
for minerals or a reconnaissance permit for petroleum. The distinction 
between exploration and reconnaissance for petroleum is unclear in that the 
~efinition of exploration operation in the MPRDA does not expressly or 
impliedly refer to phlsical activities and, therefore, could 'include remote 
,sens,ing, techniques.11 . , 
Scientifically, some remote sensing methods (for example, sei$mic 
exploration) necessarily involve drilling, blasting and/or the use of heavy 
1~2,~ htlp:lfwww.busrep.co.zalindex.php?fArticleld=2868528 and http://www.modenr 
t:o,: airshlps.infoJenlzeppennJde_beers_amsterd~rrL2005.html accessecJ on 2008-02-13. 
'113 See in general http://www.debeersgroup.comldebeersweblGenerallNewS+ArchiveslAirship+ 
~1' damaged+on+the+ground+by+a+severe+wind.htm accessed on 200~-13. 
9,,4 Definition of Mreconnaissance',operationD In s 1. ' 
Jf~ Definition of'TSconnaissance operationD in s 1. In $ 1(6) df the Mineral and Petroleum 
~~:~ Resources' Development Amendment' Bill, 200T it Is proposed that only prOspecting and 
r-l' exploration llother than acqUisition and processing of new seismic dataD wtn be excluded. 
118 Dale et s/ MPRDM5. ' 
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ja~-up Vibrator, trucks. This we. uld apply particularly in the instance of 
o hore petroleum exploration, bpt also in the search for other types of 
•. I d it 117 ' 
'm) . era, . apas . s. 
4 ~ Prospecting operations and prospecting 
"P~O$pe¢ing operations" is defined as "any activity carried on in connection 
with prospecting" .118 "Prospecting" :1n' tum, means "intentionally searching for 
any mineral by means of any methbd - ,-
(a) whiCh disturbs the surface or subsurface of the earth. including any 
portion of the earth that is under the sea or under other water: or ' (b) in or on .an~ residue stockpile or residue deposit, in order to establish the 
existence of any mineral and to: determine the extent and economic value 
. thereof: or , " 
(e) in the sea or other water on la~d.D119 
I , 
the definition of "prospecting operations" is broader than the meaning of 
the ter:m' "prospecting". Prospecpng operations, therefore, do not only 
include the physical prospectinj aetivlties, but also any activity. carried oD in 
cor.macti,on with prospecting.1 ' Non~physjcaJ activities such as desk-top 
sttJ~ieSf assays,· analyses or' interpretations before, during and after 
pr~specting would, qualify as "prqspecting operations1\' .121 The element of 
intentionally searching for a . mineral distinguishes it from mining.1~ 
PFOspecting would' normally involve smaller' scale operations than those 
as~iated with any subsequent mining activities.123 The "sea" is· "the water 
of 1he sea, as well af! the bed of tlie sea and the subsoil thereof below the 
lew-water· mark" .124 The sea has to 'be within: 125 
(a) the territorial waters 126 of Sout~~IAfrica, including the water and the bed of 
any tidal river ,and of any tidal lagoon; 
(b) the exclusive economic zone; 127 and 
:::-t.. '. , 
117 See Boggs Principles of Sedimentology and Stratigraphy3ed (2001,) 532-537. 
118 Definition of "prospeeting·operations" rnts 1. ' 
119 DefInition of "prospectiAg" in s 1.'A definition of "earth" Is absent The definition In s 10f 
,"land" also includCiS "the surface of land and sea, where appropriate-. As to the definitions bf 
'residue stockpile or residue deposit, ~. par 3 above. 
120 Dale et' aI MPRDA-82; 
121 Ibid. 
122 Dale et aI MPftDA~7a. 
123 Dale et aJ MPRDA~79. 
124 OeflnitiOA of "the sea" in s 1. 
125 ~Definitlon of "sea" in s 1. 
128 ~to s 4(1) Of the Marttime Zones Act 15:i~f 1994 the sea ~in a distance of twelve nautical 
lee frem h baseUne constitutes th6l:tenitorial waters. South Af1;ican law applies to tI1e 
.territorial waters (s 4(2». , 
1ZT E 7(1} of the MarlIIIne ZQnes Ast .15 of 1994 111& """ beyoI)d the ten1Ioiiar_ btlI' 
, . n a distance of two hundred· na~1 miles from the baseUnes .coristitutes the "exclushr l 
nomtczone". The,low-water Une cori~,the baseline (s 2 of the Maritime zonesActf,l 
I Stat, has the sam~ rights and, powers in respect of all natural resources in the~ 
I
'excluslve economic zone as it 'has in respect of its territorl~l waters (8 7(2) or the Mariti~ 
ZOnssAct). ' 
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(c) the continental shelf.128 
, Prospecting would ~ke place in respect of a prospecting area. A . 
~prospecting area" is the land which Is the subject of any prospecting right.129 . 
Like before, the emphasis is on searching as oPPO!?ed to winning' a 
l1lin~ral for P4rpose of mining.130 Unlike the definition of "prospecting" in ~e 
Minerals Act, it ~s not required that searching for a mineral must also be by 
excavation or diilling necessary for purpose of searching minerals. The 
definition is noW wider than before, because it includeS searching by any 
method. rt is also wider because disturbance of the earth is not required for 
searching in residue stockpiles or depos·its or the sea or water.131 Unlike the 
previous definition, "mining,,132. is not excluded from the definition of 
"prospecting". In terms of the MPRDA a pros~t()r is, generally, entitled to 
remove and dispose of prospected minerals that are required for testing, 
identification' or aJialyses.133 If a holder of a prospecting right, however, 
wants to remove and dispose' for the holder's own account of bulk samples 
of minerals found during prospecting operations in terms' of a ,grospeding 
right, the relevant official'S written permission has to' be ob~ined. 34 . 
, Soil sampling, conducted .'by the diamond industry for. location of trace 
-minerals indicative of diamond deposits, will fall within the definition of 
"prospecting" and hence constitutes .prospecting because :the ,taking. of soil 
samples involves the disturbance of the .surface of the earth.135 
, . . 
...... It is submitted that a distinction ought to have been made in the definition 
pf "prospecting" between the intentional searching activities (namely, 
di~turbance of the earth, in or on residues or the sea or water on land) a~ 
PIe. purpose of the activities (namely, to establish the existence and 
:eoonomic value of a mineral). ·In other words, the purpose stated in (b) Of the 
ti'efinition of "prospecting" ought to have applied in general.136 
~. ..
,r .:'D~lJing and/or blasting 'operationsmay be essential to ensure adequ!lte 
·J?r.QSP~ng. In almost . all ~sesJ prospecting with the .ai~ of loCating and 
evaluating a posSible ore body requires extensive drilling and' sampling of 
drill CdreS or cuttings produced in the drilling process. This involves 
"accessing the prospecting site with relevant equipment, at the very least 
;ilM,*-mounted drills, site clearing and th.e. building of access. roads. These 
irISlet[vities come very close to. or might be considered as actS of "mining". In 
, cases, as for·example in the' evaluation of an identified kimberlite pipe, 
'samples would have to be taken in order to establish the probable ore' 
. . . ,.
!!!I80'.iU;.S;, 8(1) of the Maritime' Zones Act 15 of 1994 the "continental shelf as defined In Article 76 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas. 1982 adopted at Montago Bay on 
. December 1982 ~nstitutes the continental shelf. See further s 8(2). . 
. Peflitition of "prospecting ,area" in s 1 . 
.. ....:n.~~ Kap~n and Dale 30. 
. also Dale at a/ MPRDAw81. 
asaverb •. 
5(3)(c) of the MPRDA read with' 20(1). 
20(2). 
~ife et aJ MPRDA-85 and MPRDAoo8O. 
""",n ... nn"ni:rand Mostert 13-12. 
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r.rves accurately. This would: involve what might be deemed .to be 
"mining" on a limited scale, but it is. a very neceSsary part of the prospecting 
prpceSs . and therefore what might properly· be termed "prospecting· 
operations". . 
:It. is interesting that the re-processing of say seismic data, could be 
d~cri~ a~ ~reconn.aissance'" It ::i~ r~connaissance in the broadest possible 
s~se, because it is or may be pan of a concerted reconnaissance effort, but 
it ~~ not necessarily involve a~y physical proSpecting activities. This is 
in~eresting, be~useif we accept a qefinition of reconnaissance which 
tr~nsee~~s the. physical then. th:e d~finition of what is and what is not 
reconnaissance needs to be WIdened 10 other areas. 
43 .. Mining· operations and ·m·ining 
A fmlning operation" means any QReration relating to the act of mining and 
m~tters directly incidental thereto~~. 31 To "mine", in this context, means "any 
o~eration or aetMtY for the pu~ of winning any mineral on, in or under th., ~. rth, .water or any residue ~eposit, whether by underground or open 
~rking or otherwise and incl~es any operation or activity incidental 
thereto. ,,138 It is argued that mining IncludeS arty operation or activity 
inCfidental thereto, and additionally the' term "mining, Q~ration" includes 
m,uer directly incidental to such hipidental operations or activities.139 
!Mining would take place in respect of a mining area. A "mining area" in the 
pr~ent coritEm means the land fQ.r which a mining right" or mining permit is 
9 ranted. 141) , 
The inclusion of winning from a: "residue deposif in the defin~on of "mine" 
is necessary because extraction,:;find recovery from, for instance, a mine 
du'mp would '1ot at common law be regarded as mining .• ~41 The legislature 
s~med to have omitted the words ·"residue stockpile" from its definition 
bdcause the 'workina of residue stockpiles produced under a, mining right 
137 Definition of "mining operation" in s 1. 
138 Definition of 'nline" as a verb. UnJikethe definition of limine" In the Minerals Act. a definition 
of mine as a naun Is absent This omission is receiving the attention of the leglslature.by'the 
iI1CIusiGn in s 1 (d)(a) , of the O~: Mineral and Petroleum. Resources ·Oevelopment 
Amendinent Bill, 2005 and s 1 (k) of ~e MineraI and Petroleum R8I$Ources Development 
Amendment Bill, 2007 of a proposed definition of the concept limine" (u$6d as a noun). The . 
deftnitior:r of "miRe" (us8d as a verb) iri the MPPRD Act is not changed by s 1(d)(b) of the 
Draft Mineral and Petroleum Resources De~lopment Amendment Bill. The definition of 
amine" asa verb is to be amended by ~on 1(k) of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources 
Development Amendment Bill, 2007 by deletion of the phrase "a1ly operation or activitY 
incidental thereto" and the addition of the phrase ·or under the relevant mining a~" •. 
189 see Dale et a/ MPRDA-50 and MPRDAi-60-. . . . . 
140 De"6nltion of "mining area" in s 1. ·In ~'1(e) of the Draft Mineral and' Petroleum R8S9.urces 
Development Amendment BUI, 2005, the definItiOn of Ii "mining area" is propOsed to. b$ 
·amended to refer also to a "production right" which seems incorrect f;lecause pro~lon is, 
already made for a production right 1ft the definition of a "production area" in s 1 of·t!'te 
MPRDA. See 4.5 below. A new definition of a "mining. area" is proposed in s 1 (m) of the 
MineraI ,and Petroleum Resources Development Amendment Bill. 2007. 
141 I Kaplan and Dale 28; and Franklin and Kaplan 339. 
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does not fall within the definition of mine as a, verb.142 The winning of a 
mineral does not include searching for a mineral.143 Unlike the definition of 
"mine" .(as a ,verb). in the Minerals Act, there is no explicit reference to 
~prospecting" for, a, mineral. It is arguable that "prospecting' for purposes of 
the MPRDA is included under mine as a verb because of the' use of the 
wider phrase "operation or aqtMty incidental thereto". 144 Similarly, 
prospecting would also be included under "mining operation" .145 
. In AJbertonse stadsraad ,v Britl Bk,146 the supreme court of App~ 
decided, with. reference to the definition of "mine" (as '8 verb) in section 1 of 
the Minerals Act and the wotds "excavation or borehole" that the bringing' of 
clay deposited earlier in a colliery,' and the ripening of clay with a . bulldozer 
does not constitute "mining" .141 It is submitted that the said interpretation of 
"mine· may also be applied to the definition of "mine" in the MPRDA. 
In essence the act of mining should imply the primary' excavation and/or 
removal of mineral andlor rock materials or naturally occurring petroleum 
which has not previously been stripped and deposited. 
4 4 exploration operations 
An "exploration op~rationD refers to "the re-processing of existing seismic 
data, acquisition and processing of new seismic data or any other related 
activity to' define a trap to betested by drilling, logging and testing, Including 
extended welf-testing of a well with the intention of locating a discovery."148 
. ~Exp(oration~ is not separately defined in ~e Act. Exploration would take 
place in. respect of an exploration area. An "exploration area" is the· area 
comprising' the block or blocks depicted in an ,exploration or production 
right. 149 A "bIQck" is the area' of land or sea, including the sea bed, identified 
as a . block ~y ,co-ordinates on a map prepared by the deSignated agency150 
and situa.ted wholly or partly in South Africa or its exclusive economic zones 
a~d which includes any part of such blbck.151 
142 See also Dale at aJ MPRDA-81. The omission is not dealt with in the Mineral and Petroleum 
Resources Development Amendment Bill. 2005 and 2007. 
143 See Kaplan and Dale 29. 
144 See Dale et al MPRDA .. 79 and MPRDA-48. 
145 Dale et a/ MPRDA-60. . 
,146 '20035 SA 157 (SCA) 163H/hl. 
147 The court reasoned as follows: "Die kle! wat die respondent uIt greef C na die oppervlak sou 
gebrlng het (as dH nie vir die oorstromlng was nle) en die rypmaakhandelinge wat die 
respondent in groat C uitgevoer het (en sou ultgevoer het as dit nle vlr die oorstroming was 
nie) sou natuurllk nle op die maak van enige uitgrawing in die aarde heergekom hat nle, en 
neg mlnder OP die maak daarvan 'met die doel om oa 'n mlneraal te sook of 'n mineraal te 
wJn'. Ole mineraal wat hier ter sprake is, was reeds gewin. Ole verdere verwerklng da~ 
ten ernde dit gebruiksgereed te mask en die vervoer daarvan na di~ vervaardigingsaan!eg: 
, . val nle onder dIe omskrywing van 'mynt in die Wet nlaB (163J .. 164B). 
148 Definition of "exploration operatlonB In s 1. 
148 Definition of -exploration area" in s 1. 
mEl. see fn 54 above. 
151 Definition of "block" In s 1. 
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4 5 Production operations 
A "production operation'" tefersito "any operation, activity or matter that 
relates' to the exploration, appraisal, development and production ,of 
p;troleum".162' Even op~tations. activities or matters that'indirectfy relate to 
e~p~ration, apprais!il, development, and productlqn ,~Il fall. ~in the 
definition of ~productiot:t operations". 153 The reference in' thIS definition also to 
~Wloration· blurs .the distinction between explora,tion and production and 
should be qualified to refer to exploration in connection with production. 1M It 
is! argued that the refer.ence to appraisal should be qualified to indicate that it 
lsi a ref~rence to appraisal during production.155 
I "ProductiOh" of petroleum is nqt defined in the MPRDA. PrOduction wo~ld 
~ke place In respect of a production area. A "production' areau, is the area 
w~ich is subject to a production right 156 . 
5! CONCLUSION 
F9r more than a century in So~ Africa the legislature relied on scientific 
kJjlowiedge in its classification Of minerals and classes of minerals and 
artlvities like prospecting and mining. The courts have over the years relied 
o~ expert evidence in these matters. Over the years these classifications 
w,erecopioo in more or 'less the'same form. Some new activities such' as 
"r~n~ai~nce" I "exploration" _ ~nd "production" were introduced in the 
~PRD~. At the end. of the dB)' it will be up to a Judge to decide what 
constitutes, "minerals", "petroleum" or a 'speCific activity for purposes of the 
MPRDA. With the rapid advanCfimlent ,of science, during especially the' last 
d~deJ It WC?uld' have been 'o~p0rf:une for the leg,islature. to learn ~<?n'1 
geologists th~ more up to date meamng and parameters of these concepts. 
~'s the MPRDA is ar~nt. Pi~ of legi.slation, these concepts should 
rpive the attention of the legrS~~ure in eagerly awaited ,amendments157 to 
tije MPRDA. Perhaps it may be wise to rely on geologis~ as the davil's 
apvocates for a tum. 
~ Dennmor; of a ~ operation" '" s 1. 
1, D8Ie efa/ MPRDA~76. 
16;4 Dale et aI MPRDA .. 76 to MPRDA--77. l' Dale tH sl MPRDA .. 77. 1, Definition of "production area" In s1. 
m ,As to the latest attempt, see in general the Mineral and Petroleum Resources gevelopmelfft 
Amendment BiH. 2007. 
